Mon 18/05/15, 12-2pm  
**Lecture**  
in collaboration with Film&TV and Theatre Studies  
Dr Carlos Falci  
_Metadata and imaginary places of memory_

Wed 20/05/15, 5.00-6.30pm  
**CCPS Seminar**  
Dr Carlos Falci  
_Actor-network theory and social memory in programmable environments: an analysis of 2013 June manifestations on Brazil_

Wed 27/05/15, 4-6pm  
**Seminar**  
In collaboration with Warwick Institute for the Science of Cities (WISC)  
Dr Carlos Falci  
_Hidden memories of San Francisco River and Rio das Velhas River, Brazil_  
Prof Gilson Schwartz  
_From “Motoboys” to “Motoangels”: Urban Youth and Mobile Memories in São Paulo’_

Fri 29/5/15, 11-1pm  
**Research Seminar**  
Hosted by the Department of Hispanic Studies/ & Connecting Cultures GRP  
Dr Carlos Falci  
_Human memories and public places: How public places are kept alive and inhabited?_  
Prof Gilson Schwartz  
_Iconomies of Memory and Protest in São Paulo_

Wed 03/06/15, 2-4pm  
**Lecture**  
In collaboration with Centre for Interdisciplinary Methodologies  
Prof Gilson Schwartz  
_Iconomics and Creative Currencies_

Thur 04/06/15, 11am-12.30pm  
**Lecture**  
In collaboration with Warwick Business School  
Prof Gilson Schwartz  
_Iconomics: Value, Image and Innovation in the Knowledge Society Mindsets_